1. Acknowledgment of the Territories
2. Safer Spaces
3. Round of Names
4. Updates
5. Bathroom design.
- need to get on facilities about the second hand rail
- could we table to later because of long agenda?
- yup
6. SUB reno referendum.
- designs are not accessible; accessibility report is shit, not being considered in after
hours emergency exit, furniture design, and are still using accessibility to promote the
renovation
- look at making a joint advocacy statement
- shitty they’re spending money on how things look and not the actual space where there
isn’t enough space for students
- we should take a stance against, taking other advo groups into account
- Kaiden will contact the other advo groups
7. Student Rights Document.
- advo reps on board raised concerns over neoliberal wet dream
- someone could maybe go to PD
- we should ask them to look at it in January since it’s a busy time and also it’s not going
to matter if it goes in on the break
8. Complaints Committee.
- materials were really problematic (racist, homophobic, transphobic, misogynist)
- we can send three members to represent us at complaints committee
- might not happen until next semester
- Kaiden, Nic, Ryan
- Kaiden to contact and CC: Ryan and Nic
9. EQHR Circle Against Violence.
- waiting for Tribesty to return
- yay he is back!
- they are going to have a couple different things; something in the quad with a
microphone and tents on the “grassy knoll”
- people will introduce the event; one speaker talking about the history of the event;
second thing would be a speaker talking about inclusion since this year the event has
been broadened to talk about all forms of violence and asked Tribesty to speak

- they are going to have people make commitments against acts of violence after
someone says something about guidelines
- then an event in MPR with tackboards where people can write their commitments on
cards and put them up
- they want different bodies and different genders speaking; Tribesty feels complicated
and invites folks to talk to him after
- we could probably table and talk about things
- it doesn’t seem as if they are trying to use the speeches as a way to engage people; they
were very concerned about timing
- they need a longer amount of time; part of it is to let people be empowered by talking
about their experience
- they want a drumming circle; it feels like they are trying to tack things on
- I’m okay to still go to have Pride talk about violence on our own terms but I feel weird
about their event
- We may want to have peer support
- Campus Security is going to be there in plain clothes
- discussion about referring folks who have traumatic or triggering experiences to
counselling
- they might be receptive to some of these criticisms, especially if we had offers of things
we can arrange for them
- committee had lots of suggestions for speeches or activities, but the director seemed to
have one viewpoint
- we could talk about the way this event is obscuring that we actually want to talk about
violence against women, and rather than getting intersectionality and getting how it’s
complicated they are talking about oppression as a blanket statement
- could see if they have ideas from things they want from us and we could see if we can
and its appropriate
- can be powerful to pair criticism with suggestions
- perhaps Janni Aragon could speak if she wants to, or perhaps Jo Ann Lee and could
bring in antidote
- Kaiden can talk to Jo Ann Lee
- it seems like they have already planned, but it may be a good idea to make suggestions,
particularly in terms of speakers
10. Request for Donation: Red Umbrella Rally.
- i dig it
- it’s like $1000 total, we could do $400 or $500
- it’s in direct accordance with our anti-stigma policy and being good members of the
community

- can’t state how strongly I’m in support, this is an event that actually works for social
justice, I agree that we should give up to $400 or $500, although there is a specific
amount on the letter
- support
- into at least $400
- $400-$500 sounds cool
- I am for it, they should have more legal protection instead of just banning everything
- I’m down to give as much as we can, probably $500 is a good number
Proposal: $500
Decision: Consensus
11. Spectrum GSA.
- Last night at Trans a few folks from Spectrum GSA came by. They have our email and
were talking about having some of us come in as speakers.
- We had a request from Esquimalt to have a day where we host them. Maybe we could
have a big high school open house day. We could buy a thing of hot chocolate, maybe
watch a movie. Should work if we do it a time people are able to come.
- We should just let them pick a date.
- Lux can get in contact with Esquimalt, Spectrum etc about a date
12. Ubuntu: A Global Citizenship Celebration.
- Tuesday 11:30 - 2
- We should do this, ACCSA is really cool, and see if they need financial help because
they are a club, maybe food costs
- I totally agree, they’re totally cool and could use all the help they could get
- Ryan and Kailey are free to table
13. Taxi chits for Homospun.
- I’m into it. We should ask them how much they expect but I can’t imagine it being a huge
financial cost
- Bus passes are also available, the expectation isn’t they’ll be given broadly but once it gets
closer to the end of the night then they might use them
- I’m good with doing up to 20, capacity for the event is 100.
Proposal: Offer up to 20 taxi chits
Decision: Consensus
14. Movie with UVSP.
- want to do it Dec 9, which is a weekend so we would need to pay for the building attendant
- it would cost $40.03
Proposal: Lez do it
Decision: Sure!

